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Abstract
During the Third Reich, a modern shape of everyday objects was propagated as realising a
German nation defined as an organic and racial entity. What happened to this cultural nexus
after 1945? Historical scholarship has emphasized above all that modern design went on to be
successfully framed as a cultural good that redeemed West Germany from the Nazi past. This
redeeming opposition between the political meanings of modern design before and after 1945,
however, appears less clear-cut if one acknowledges the structure of denial in post-war
discourses by focussing on the silences, omissions and discrepancies in various publications.
Such an analysis exposes how the coding of modern design as ‘timeless’ together with its
promotion in the context of the Marshall Plan made it possible to blur any historical
understanding of how the underlying notions of everyday aesthetics had been intertwined with
racially loaded ideas of the German people. This obscurity in the context of a not yet
decolonized West facilitated the continuing influence of at least some aspects of modern
design’s more troubling political legacies.
______

‘For the new houses one needed furniture, cutlery, vases, teacups. For them, too, the
Bauhaus had found the definitive style-formula: […] the good form. It was a late product
of the enlightenment and as all enlightenment ideas a final solution for humanity. […] It was
said that more than an aesthetic solution depended on the ‘cleanliness’ of form. The ‘good
form’ became an ethical category. Through it our whole being should be healed.’1 [emphasis
added]
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In April 1961 in the cultural magazine magnum Karl Pawek reassesses the success of modern
design and what he called the ‘Bauhaus myth’ in post-war West Germany with unusual
expressions. The ‘good form’ becomes a ‘final solution’ (‘Endlösung’) and is linked to a
formulation that conjures up a slogan about German superiority (Am deutschen Wesen soll die
Welt genesen) used during both the German Empire and Nazism. In the remainder of the
article, Pawek, however, does not identify the Bauhaus in any way with National Socialism.
Why, then, does the Nazi expression for the genocide of European Jewry appear in Pawek’s
account? How can we grasp the contradiction between this choice of words and modern
German design’s dominant political interpretation which was well established in 1961 and
resonates until today? This interpretation regards West Germany’s iconic modern consumer
objects as symbols of the Federal Republic’s economic success, her integration into a western
international community as well as her new political form as a liberal democracy. Within this
framework Pawek’s formulation appears nonsensical.
In recent years, scholarship has highlighted the extent to which the aesthetic shape of
commodities became an important symbol of the new political, social and geographic order
which was established in Europe with the onset of the Cold War.2 Although modern design was
presented in both West and, after 1953, East Germany as signalling a break with the Nazi past,
the principles of functional simplicity developed by institutions such as the German Werkbund
and the Bauhaus school had also been an essential aspect of Nazi efforts to reshape the physical
world in accordance with their racial concept of the German volk.3 The dogma that simple,
unadorned and therefore ‘timeless’ forms were the only proper way to furnish a truly German
home was spread through many media during the Third Reich.4 Afterwards, the ‘good form’
became the central catchword for modern design in post-war West Germany. Not only many
of the forms but also the main ideas behind them, however, were decades old. Different labels
were used for this aesthetic project during the Third Reich such as ‘new German Wohnkultur,’
‘modern interior design’ and also ‘good form’. The headline of an article from 1940 proclaimed
the ‘Victory of the good form’ when presenting a furniture program of the Nazi organization
Reichsheimstättenamt (Imperial Bureau of Homestead).5
The Nazi office Beauty of Labour, a section of the German Labour Front, recruited many
former Werkbund members. Wilhelm Lotz, the former editor of the Werkbund magazine Die
Form, became the principal editor of the Beauty of Labour’s periodical. Hermann Gretsch, a
member of Werkbund’s executive committee since 1932, became head of the organization after
Nazi officials had overtaken it in 1935 and stayed in this function until the Werkbund was
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dissolved in 1938. With his continuing responsibility for many major modern design exhibitions
during the Third Reich, Gretsch, who remained highly regarded in the post-war period (he
died in 1950), was probably the most influential designer under National Socialism.6
This paper, however, does not focus on individual historical actors. Instead I propose to
understand modern design as an element of culture whose meanings for a broader public
exceed conscious intentions. The modern shape of everyday objects already became part and
parcel of an influential view of national life long before the advent of National Socialism. These
existing meanings were subsequently integrated into Nazi culture. Because the Nazis were
keenly aware of the power of banal objects to create a self-evident presence of ideas about
nation and race, materiality played an important role in their various projects.7 What happened
to this cultural legacy after 1945?
In his 2004 book The Authority of Everyday Objects Paul Betts perceptively describes modern
design’s crucial importance in the post-war period as representing a ‘prime sphere of
mythmaking’ which provided West Germany with a ‘cultural proof of both rupture and
renewal’ and thereby acquired a morally redemptive political meaning.8 Betts and others have
emphasized that modern design was successfully framed as a cultural good that distanced West
Germany from the Nazi past and that was inextricably linked to the basic ideals of the post-war
order in the West.9 This outspoken aspect of post-war modern design, however, had a double
edge which only comes to the fore when the historical analysis is attentive to the presence and
importance of implicit meanings hidden behind the apparent transparency of the post-war
discourses.
As design historian Gert Selle asserts, historical relations between people and things create
traditions of meaning which do not easily evaporate.10 A similar dream-world of modern
interiors was interpreted both before and after 1945 as representing Germany’s essence as a
social and political entity. To better understand how and with what consequences ‘the good
form’ was reintroduced after 1945 as a prime aesthetic marker of West Germany’s body politic,
I have tried to become curious about the nonsensical and the latent within a multitude of texts
that co-produced the post-war meanings of modern design in a shared atmosphere of denial.11
This entails taking seriously the silences, omissions and discrepancies in the discourse. It means
paying equal attention to what is said and what is not, and to how meaning is created through
the intermingling of both. It also requires systematically cutting across the 1945 moment by
reading post-war material alongside texts from the Nazi period.
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Pawek continued his 1961 magnum article by stating that ‘Bauhaus’ had become the ‘Mekka’
of a ‘historical memory’ that enabled the post-war ‘healing power’ of modern design.12 This
not only illustrates how the catchword ‘Bauhaus’ had become a sacred stand-in for Germany’s
‘good’ modern design tradition.13 It also highlights the cultural function of modern design to
symbolically ‘heal’ the republic from its tainted past. By calling the Bauhaus tradition of the
‘good form’ a ‘final solution for humanity’, however, Pawek simultaneously disturbed the very
idea of its ‘healing power’. Pawek’s uncanny remarks indicate that the post-war political
imaginary attached to modern design was charged with a more complicated relationship to the
Nazi past than scholarship has acknowledged so far. The coding of modern design as the
redeeming shape of ‘the new’ made it possible to blur any clear historical understanding of how
the same notions about everyday aesthetics had been intertwined with organicist,
metaphysically and racially loaded ideas of the German people during the Third Reich.
Following the traces of this obscuring character reveals a widespread, latent and at the same
time disavowed knowledge about the ongoing entanglement of post-war modern design ideals
with earlier ideas about national and racial purity. The post-war lure of the so-called ‘timeless’
modern consisted to a considerable extent in its inbuilt capacity to obscure its own history and
to thereby continue certain aspects of its more troubling political legacy.

Re-narrating a German tradition (1946-1953)

In 1947, 37 members of the reconstituted Werkbund saw the necessity for a fundamental
cultural renewal.14 This mission was summarized in five demands, the last of which
reformulated a well-known dogma: ‘For residential and public buildings, for furniture and
appliances we seek the simple and the valid […].’ Founded in 1907, the Werkbund, was the
most important German organization for the promotion of modern industrial design. After
January 1933, the ideas it had developed strongly influenced many of the Third Reich’s
programs. The Werkbund quickly adapted to the new political context and jubilated in April
1933 that ‘The great time of the Werkbund idea, the creative hour of the national form that
conquers the world, has only just begun.’15 Theodor Heuss, secretary of the Werkbund and
later the first president of the Federal Republic, conceded in June 1933 that the Werkbund’s
dedication to a ‘German style’ harmonized well with the Nazi movement.16 In spite of the
closing of the Bauhaus school in 1933, the Third Reich hired and cooperated with many
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designers influenced by both Werkbund and Bauhaus in order standardize the production of
consumer durables and to disseminate the idea of a timelessly good, simple and honest form as
the true expression of the Volk.
Between 1945 and 1953, however, a very different story about ‘Werkbund’, ‘Bauhaus’,
modern design and Nazism established itself in which the influence of modern design ideas had
been sharply interrupted by the Nazi regime. The resulting narrative created a powerful fiction
on the basis of a nebulous language and rhetorical manoeuvres that systematically distorted the
historical record. National newspapers and high-brow cultural magazines nearly unanimously
proclaimed the Werkbund and its aesthetic program as an essential ingredient for the
reconstruction of Germany. It was challenging, however, to connect this view to a coherent
long-term story. Many contradictory or opaque statements about the legacy of modern design’s
previous importance in Germany eventually created a collectively accepted myth, a new
historical ‘truth’.
In 1946 an article in the left leaning Frankfurter Hefte declared the historical moment to be
‘the hour of the Werkbund’ due to the principles of ‘simple, useful, functional and also genuine’
forms.17 The author added that ‘nobody’ would still adhere to ‘the decorative and monumental
style’ and that it was ‘the war’ that ‘has swept all that away’ leaving the significance of the Third
Reich in the sphere of ambiguity. In 1949, a Bavarian daily asserted that the war had ‘paved
the way for the endeavours to create a new Wohnkultur’ because the lack of living space
compelled people with ‘dictatorial force’ to find new solutions. In 1949, by contrast, ‘the shop
windows of furniture stores mirror the rejection of the immediate past and the reconnection
with an earlier style epoch.’18 The recent promotion of the ‘new Wohnkultur’ thus ends up in
a historical fog in which its ‘immediate past’ could refer equally to before, during and after the
war.
In 1949, the first Werkbund exhibition after the war took place in Cologne (fig. 1). In the
catalogue contributors employed different strategies to make Werkbund principles’ influence
during the Third Reich undiscernible.19 The North-Rhine-Westphalian Secretary of
Commerce Erik Nölting stated that ‘also in the past the harshness of times’ enabled the
emergence of ‘new forms’ for ‘a simple but superior Wohnkultur’. It remained unclear if this
‘past’ referred to the Weimar Republic or the Third Reich. The architect Rudolf Schwarz even
claimed that the Werkbund had been ‘barred from its work for the last twelve years.’ He spoke
of how ‘recently […] the term ‘Volk’ was misused to offer inferior things […] to the big masses
for a low price’ but did not specify if this ‘recently’ pointed to the Nazi years, the war years or
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the immediate post-war years of scarcity. The Werkbund by contrast, Schwarz continued, put
the human being at the centre, and this human was ‘something definitive, that is above the
time, like the people lives through the times and remains true to itself.’20 The designer Jupp
Ernst also deplored the Werkbund’s recent history and referred to Wilhelm Wagenfeld’s
designs for the glass factory in Lusatia (Lausitz) as a positive example from earlier times.
Wagenfeld’s designs, however, continued to be mass produced during the Third Reich and
were repeatedly showcased in major Nazi exhibitions.21

Fig. 1
Werkbund exhibition ‘Neues Wohnen’
(Architektur und Wohnform, n. 6, 1949)

In the following years, similar conventions of speech can be found in many different
publications, generating a fuzzy discourse and a nebulous historical chronology. The Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung in particular dedicated many pages to the topic of modern design. In 1951, an
article claimed that the Bauhaus had influenced the ‘anonymous consciousness of the public
more than one is inclined to admit.’ In spite of this, the author postulates that there had been
a ‘caesura’ in the past whose precise character and moment, however, remains vague while its
outcome was clear: It ‘lead to military catastrophe and to the ruination of our cities.’22
Another columnist narrated the Nazi past as a story about a deformed relationship to
domestic materiality, glossing over not only the Nazi programs of home and work aesthetics
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but also the historical significance of Aryanization: ‘First the non-Aryans saved their furniture,
then the Aryans, eventually (“we won’t surrender”) those masters who determined who was
who.’23 In this view, both Aryanizations and Allied bombings had played a similar historical
role in exposing how a morally inferior relation to material objects dominated German culture
during Nazism. The author deplores that the bombings failed to ‘redeem’ Germans from the
general aberration of their taste: ‘We would have pleased all of the Atlantic world with it and
we would have won a moral battle. Instead, people resort to a waned past that was so empty,
so hollowed out that the whole noise of dictatorship found its place in it.’ By mere association
the bad taste of bourgeois representation absorbs the whole moral burden of the Nazi past
(‘noise of dictatorship’) which automatically clears the right taste of simple forms from any
political doubt so that it can promise a true redemption of the lost war and an ethically purified
form of global influence.
Behind the surface of this discourse hovers a strong identification of these well-educated
middle-class writers with the promises embodied in the principles of modern design. What had
happened to this identification during the Third Reich was clearly unspeakable. In 1953 Edith
Nowak looked back on how the ‘new style’ had become an element of her and her generation’s
self-conception: ‘Once upon a time’ she wrote

‘we young people, captured by the new style, believed someone could live as he liked and
not as he must. […] Then, the year 1933 arrived and we had other worries. Not much
has remained, neither of the furniture nor of the dreams.’24

The year 1933 marks a diversion of this dream to express oneself through the new style
without, however, clarifying what this means and how it happened. She dreams of the ‘airy
pieces of furniture’ that had been ‘companions of a good struggle, which we have lost
shamefully.’ In the following paragraph the historical times flow into each other:

‘We felt as the spearheads of a good cause. Light and air into our lives, clear lines inside
and outside, rather too much hygiene than too little, spiritually and physically, than dust
and the burdens of a thousand years old tradition, whose nobility we loved, but whose
embarrassing ready-made late form we ironized. No, we didn’t take them seriously, these
fossils, until they rolled over us with the weight of mountains, with blood and soil, with
Beiderwand and bunting and all the glory of a heroic age.’
7

The principles of the new forms are associated with both a material and a spiritual form of
self-purification whose antagonist is indirectly linked to the ‘thousand years’ of the Third Reich.
The terms ‘nobility’ and ‘ready-made’, however, rather belong to the mass-produced versions
of a representative style that the Nazis themselves attacked. In the next sentence, pseudoaristocratic kitsch and Nazi ‘blood and soil’ heroism are mixed together as antiquated ‘fossils’
of the past and placed in clear opposition to the ‘old dreams’ of a self and a world realized
through ‘clear lines’.
These often incoherent attempts at historically positioning Werkbund’s good form
contributed to a narrative which rigorously disavowed any enmeshment of the German modern
design movement and its ideas with the Third Reich. Laying claim to Werkbund principles of
simple, functional industrial forms for the shaping of the young Federal Republic was part of
the pressing cultural challenge to work out which German traditions could be saved from the
cultural ‘rubble’ left behind by the downfall of National Socialism. In the realm of architecture
and industrial design the weight of the Nazi past was put on the monumental style of
representative buildings, the idealization of rural forms, and, implicitly, even the Nazis’
aesthetic enemy: the historicist and decorative style of bourgeois architecture and interiors. In
turn, Werkbund and Bauhaus aesthetics automatically appeared as inherently anti-fascist. This
shift was the effect of various rhetorical strategies to dissociate the good modern form from the
Third Reich and associate bad historicism with it. This narrative produced an invented past in
which National Socialism was per definition situated outside of an aesthetically and morally
defined realm of the modern.

Germany’s good form and its other

In order to better understand the ingredients of political thinking which were at stake in the
post-war discourse on modern design it is necessary to revisit the intellectual origins of the good
form. The historiography of German modern design has often reproduced dichotomies of
‘reactionary’ versus ‘progressive’ that make it difficult to capture the way in which Werkbund
ideas were linked to a certain vision of the nation.25 Joan Campbell’s classic study The German
Werkbund from 1979 already points to the Werkbund’s ‘deep-rooted nationalism of the pre1914 years’ which ‘continued to reveal itself during the Weimar years.’ She adds that in the
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late Weimar republic the Werkbund was ‘ideologically much closer to the “German socialism”
espoused by the Nazis than to any form of Marxism.’26
Many voices in the turn of the century discourse on aesthetics and Wohnkultur articulated the
aim of shaping national culture as ‘an organic and aesthetic whole’ by transforming public and
private spaces according to the new ideas about good forms.27 The simplicity of form was meant
to elevate a self as part of a national collectivity. These principles, as Mark Jarzombek has
argued, were the cornerstone of a discourse which made form ‘the foundation on which rested
the […] legitimacy of the German nation.’28 Modern design proponents mostly operated within
the era’s deep seated beliefs in the spiritual permanence, wholeness and supremacy of the
German people. The inherent superiority and purity of the good German form was also meant
to help conquer world markets and legitimate global dominance. Many Werkbund members
actively supported the imperial project of a German Weltpolitik and connections between
aesthetic ideals and racial notions were not unusual in the early Werkbund period.29
The reverse side of these new beliefs about aesthetics was their ‘confrontational stance visà-vis all opponents of harmony and order.’30 As Katherine Pence has put it, German
modernism ‘aggressively’ forged ‘links between private households and the national
community.’31 The Werkbund’s internal differences on questions of style during the Weimar
period did not affect shared assumptions about an organic national wholeness to be realized by
promoting the good form of everyday objects.32 By the early 1930s a softened interpretation of
the pragmatic functionalism of Neue Sachlichkeit prevailed. Both the softened Neue Sachlichkeit and
underlying beliefs about aesthetics and the nation then went on to shape Nazi policies and
propaganda during the Third Reich. As a consequence, the excluded other, the ugly opposite
of the good form, also gradually became the other of the Third Reich’s racialized culture.
The discourse on modern design as it developed between 1936 and 1940 in the magazine
Innen-Dekoration provides a glimpse on how Werkbund ideas were connected with and eventually
morphed into a National Socialist worldview. It also illustrates how the aesthetic and moral
enemy of the good form as embodiment of the nation gradually evolved into the aesthetic,
moral and racial enemy of the Third Reich. For Hermann Gretsch, writing in 1936, Werkbund
ideas were part of a development which necessarily lead to ‘the only possible form of a state
consciousness with a clear völkisch outline.’33 In 1940 Wilhelm Michel claimed that, from the
outset, the concept of ‘modern Wohnkultur’ had always aimed at ‘the new social unanimity of
the people.’34
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The ethical characteristic of the good form, its inherent quality to put the human being at
its centre, was used after the war to postulate modern design’s radical difference from Nazism.35
This human quality, however, already played an equally important role during the Third Reich
when it was systematically defined by its national and racial manifestation. ‘Humanness’
apprehended in this manner could develop best in spaces which were designed along the lines
of the good form. Re-designing the home into ‘a clear, a decent world’ entailed the ‘spiritual
inner agreement between this spatial design with what the German worker represents today as
a human being.’36 The aestheticisation of the private home aimed at merging the individual
identity of every German with the collective identity of the German volk. Objects of the home
that conformed to a certain aesthetic standard were believed to silently manifest a new selfunderstanding. Imbued with the new idea of the people they radiated this idea back in turn.37

Fig. 2
Exhibition ‘Deutsches Wohnen’
(Innen-Dekoration, n. 7, 1939)

In this manner, the good form proclaimed by the Innen-Dekoration gradually embodied a
nazified idea of the German people which was strengthened by the magazine’s many reports
10

on Nazi initiatives to promote and disseminate ‘new German Wohnkultur’. The excluded ugly
side of the totalizing good form came to the surface more often once the regime became more
aggressively expansionist. On the occasion of the exhibition ‘German Living’ in Leipzig in the
summer of 1939 (fig. 2), Hermann Gretsch explained the ‘aspiration to a healthy, natural
Wohnkultur’ by underlining that objects which one acquired for a long time should not ‘have
the spirit of the racially foreign addiction to sensation.’38
Attempts to educate Germans’ taste in interior decoration did not just affect the sphere of
high-brow publications such as Innen-Dekoration but were part of much more widespread efforts,
among them frequent exhibitions organized by Nazi institutions. By emphasizing that ‘the fight
against the ugly and artificial continues’ the German Labor Front’s organ Arbeitertum presented
new quality labels in June 1939 that were meant to help consumers identify the right kind of
interior decoration. Arbeitertum underlined the interrelation between the design of Germans’
private homes and the national space of the new empire: ‘The spatial culture of the German
people will one day achieve a level which is in accordance with the national greatness of
Germany.’39

Fig. 3
Triennial Design Exhibition in Milan, German section
(Innen-Dekoration, n. 7, 1940)
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In this way the ‘fight against the ugly’ also became an inherent part of Germany’s
expansionism and the language in the Innen-Dekoration reflected this connection. In 1940 an
article on an exhibition by the Reichsheimstättenamt linked the ‘fight against falsity’, which the
Werkbund movement had started, to the ongoing war by claiming: ‘Today we see this cultural
upheaval achieve its final victory.’40 The occasion of the triennial design exhibition in Milan in
1940 (fig. 3) was used by the Innen-Dekoration to make a claim on German aesthetic leadership
in the new Europe under German domination. While German troops occupied neighbouring
countries and were busy ‘Germanizing’ the new territories in the East, Gretsch defined
Germany’s modern design solutions for small households as a signpost for the nation’s
endeavour to reshape Europe under its command.41 An article in the same number connected
the ideal of beauty with the ‘higher human form against everything which is beneath it’
specifying that a ‘European, when he talks about a higher human form, inevitably means the
white race.’42 At the beginning of the war, the term Wohnkultur and its association with both
cleanliness and simplicity of form had been racially charged to such an extent that it was used
to legitimize the conquest of new ‘living space’ in the east and activated in the prosecution of
Jews.43

The ‘good form’ goes West

It is impossible to know the precise effects of being surrounded by Nazi language and visual
culture for twelve years, regardless of one’s own conscious political opinions before and after
1933. There are some indications that fascist culture shaped many people’s self-evident
perceptions.44 But what happened to such effects after 1945?
In the case of the ‘good form’ state institutions successfully appropriated an existing tradition
that comprised elements which proved to be compatible with the radicalized Nazi ideas of
nation and race.45 Most of the post-war advocates of the good form had lived through the Nazi
years in Germany and had probably read magazines like the Innen-Dekoration. They had,
passively or actively, taken part in a culture which invested an impressive amount of energy to
conflate the nationalist Werkbund tradition and Nazi ideas about nation, military
expansionism, and racial purification. The awkward rhetorical manoeuvres to dissociate the
good form from National Socialism after the war reveal a peculiar logic if one acknowledges
that the good form had been deeply inscribed into the culture of the Third Reich. In a way,
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there was nothing to disentangle. Given occupied Germany’s official opposition to the Third
Reich, the only option was denial and a language which concealed that denial.
Under Allied press control, the Innen-Dekoration could already publish its first post-war
number in 1946 with the new title Architektur und Wohnform. The Editor was Alexander Koch
junior, son of the former editor. In the foreword to this first issue Hans Eckstein summarized
the history of the magazine in connection with the modern design and architecture movement
in Germany, claiming that these developments ‘experienced a violent disruption in 1933’.
Architecture and design under Nazism consisted solely of ‘classicist monumental buildings’,
‘historicist Heimat style’ and ‘mass kitsch’. To underline Alexander Koch’s role in Germany’s
tradition of ‘conscious modernity’ Eckstein quoted from the editor’s foreword to the 48th year
of the magazine in which Koch saw the work of the Innen-Dekoration ‘flow into a today that is
animated by new strengths.’ Eckstein did not mention the year in which the foreword was
written: 1937. In the foreword to the 1938 volume Koch, who would die in January 1939,
praised the Third Reich’s plans for residential construction and living spaces by summarizing
the essential role of ‘form’ for the Nazi project: ‘This is how, piece by piece, the great
achievement in form is put together, that the Third Reich has chosen as its task: the task of a
total moulding of the German people […].’46
In the following numbers of Architektur und Wohnform many articles reiterated the invented
truth of modern design’s complete absence during Nazism while others presented furniture
programs which were virtually identical to the Nazi programs the magazine had reported on
before 1945.47 A similar rewriting of Werkbund’s and modern design’s recent history also
happened in the magazine Baukunst und Werkform, which was founded in 1946. In its first
number, the editorial combined a praise for the Werkbund ideas with the reiterated lie that its
work ‘was killed’ in 1933. The article lifted the ‘good form’ from any possible connection with
the political realm by stating that, in the deep crisis of Germany’s breakdown, it should be
promoted everywhere because the issue was ‘not about taste’ but about a moral expression of
‘neatness and honesty.’48
Given that the Nazi politicization of modern design was simply denied, it is not surprising
that some ideas about the organic wholeness and superior morality of German national culture
and its inherent exclusionism continued for a while to serve as a relevant reference frame.
When, in the 1949 catalogue to the Werkbund exhibition, the human being at the centre of the
modern aesthetic principles was defined as ‘something definitive, that is above time, like the
Volk’ and when it was contrasted with ‘a bad class of human being,’ namely ‘a human being
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without taste’, the parameters of this frame appear to have been intact. When Jupp Ernst
proclaimed modern design as the remedy that could prevent Germany from becoming a ‘halfcolonial raw material supplier’ the logic derived from a thinking in which Germany’s superior
aesthetics had legitimated its claim to dominate – or colonize – culturally inferior peoples.49
At the same time, the place ascribed to the Nazi regime within modern design’s rigid moral
dichotomy shifted radically after 1945. Presented as the enemy of modern design, National
Socialism itself was situated outside the modern even if this meant contradicting or denying a
huge area of historical reality. The good form’s other was identified with Nazism precisely by
sticking to the basic tenets of a Manichaean thinking which had previously underpinned the
design discourse of the Third Reich. Once this shift had established itself, the de-historicized
purity and superior morality of the ‘good form’ could give shape to the Federal Republic’s new
version of moral and aesthetic superiority as a member of the post-war West.
Architektur und Wohnform saw the possibility of such an international repositioning early on. In
1946, Eckstein claimed that other countries had continued to develop what was ‘violently
disrupted’ in Germany. The magazine’s second post-war number, published in 1948, focused
on modern designers and architects in Sweden and the US and the magazine would continue
to give ample attention to other western countries. The first Werkbund exhibition after the war
also followed this strategy by starting with a section on examples from the US, Sweden,
Switzerland, the UK and France.50 An article on the exhibition called for German professionals
to make use of the ‘credit’ that Werkbund and Bauhaus enjoyed abroad.51
While various writers in early post-war West Germany were busy dissociating modern
design from its Nazi entanglement, US American actors began associating modern design with
the West.52 The United States played a major role after the war in determining modern design’s
Western political framing by organizing Marshall plan sponsored exhibitions across Europe.53
In West Germany the US State Department developed its most successful strategy to promote
the blessings of a modern home shaped by modern design in cooperation with the Museum of
Modern Art in New York. By 1952 it was an accepted truth that the Werkbund had been
banned during the Third Reich.54 Simultaneously ‘America’ and the idea of a post-war ‘West’
became an important component of German modern design’s new historical narrative.
As Greg Castillo has shown in his work, the 1952 exhibition ‘We are building a better life’
(fig. 4), played a particular role for the political interpretation of modern design in West
Germany. The exhibition was the last and most successful of a series of exhibitions on the
modern home organized since 1948 by the US State Department under the umbrella of the
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Marshall Plan. The aim was to convince visitors that productivity and free trade was the best
solution for Europe’s economic problems as opposed to the socialist model of the East. In 1951,
one of these exhibitions was realized in collaboration with the Museum of Modern Art in New
York and focused on American modern design household objects as ‘the culmination of
pioneering German efforts such as […] the work of the German Werkbund and the legacy of
Bauhaus design.’55

Fig. 4
Exhibition ‘We are building a better life’
(Baukunst und Werkform, n. 12, 1952)

For the 1952 exhibition ‘We are building a better life’, the State Department used the focus
on modern design in order to present a post-war Western version of the ideal home. Many
commodities of the exhibited model house were manufactured in Germany, France and Italy.56
A board declared:
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‘The objects in this house are industrial products from many countries in the Atlantic
community. Thanks to technology, rising productivity, economic cooperation and free
enterprise, these objects are available to our western civilization.’ [emphasis added].
More than half a million visitors saw an exhibition that intertwined the idea of ‘the West’
with the idea of a recognizably modern aesthetics of everyday life. An official press release
stated: ‘just as these items from the various countries combine to form a homogenous whole, so the
nations themselves can combine to form a homogenous community’ [emphasis added].57 The new
narrative about the modern shape of the West under American leadership thus provided a
framework that could absorb a German legacy whose enmeshment in Nazi culture had
dropped from view. With the exhibition a new and decisively post-war context for modern
design was introduced to the public under the guidance and with the official blessing of the
major occupation power and new leader of the West, the USA.

Western aesthetic homogeneity

In Baukunst und Werkform Alfons Leitl rejoiced that the exhibition’s political project of
‘defending western culture’ was a return to the dream of ‘old Werkbund fighters’.58 Leitl was
not the only one pleased about the possibility to continue an old Werkbund dream in the
framework of the West. The question is: what kind of dream are we talking about? Heinrich
König’s praise for the ‘We are building a better life’ exhibition in Architektur und Wohnform was
quite sober, yet still emphasized the impression of homogeneity that emanated from the
international furnishing of the ‘ideal home’. He found ‘the uniformly fresh and light spirit’
which ‘animates all these objects’ especially gratifying and highlighted the ‘big number of
German products.’59
In his introduction to the book Die schöne Wohnung (1952), architect Guido Harbers pointed
to countries like Sweden, Switzerland, Austria and the US, which, next to Germany, also
cultivated good principles of design ‘in a new way, adapted to today’s living needs.’ Harbers
added however, that a ‘uniform society’, which would adopt the attitude behind such principles,
was ‘still missing’. In the post-war context, such a hoped for ‘uniform society’ merged with the
West. Harbers also referred to the Ramersdorf settlement in Munich as a model. He neither
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mentioned, however, that he himself had been responsible for Ramersdorf, nor that it was
presented in 1934 as a ‘model settlement’ of the National Socialist regime.60

Fig. 5
magnum, n. 1, 1953

The 1954 editorial of the magazine magnum’s first number echoed older Werkbund ideas in
the way it reformulated a totalizing vision of society as an organic whole. An emphatic ‘we’
excluded everybody who did not embrace modern aesthetics. The editorial stated ‘We embody
a new historic type of human’ and called anybody a ‘misfit’ who ‘convulsively evades this
development.’61 The aesthetic modern was established as a characteristic of the post-war
western hemisphere and placed in stark contrast both to the Nazi past and to the communist
regimes of the present. The images presented modern design and architecture from various
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western countries. The captions informed the readers about the objects’ designers and their
national origin, the juxtaposition of images informed them about the fact that they were looking
at an aesthetically consistent appearance of the West (fig. 5).62
On the occasion of the international architecture exhibition Interbau which took place in
1957 in Berlin, the local branch of the Werkbund published a book documenting the
exhibition’s interior designs. The text claimed that, due the ‘participation of 53 leading
architects […] from all over the world’, the project was marked by ‘a global harmony’.
Extrapolating this ‘world’ from western European and US-American interior designers, the
book hailed their work for establishing an organic relationship between the domestic space and
‘the human being of today.’63 Although reassuring readers that there was no intention to
‘regulate’ taste, the text deemed the ‘dominance’ of ‘kitsch’ in the commercial sphere highly
dangerous, especially for the youth.64 The stylistic homogeneity of the model interiors appeared
like the dreamscape of an ideal social world without any deviation. What did not harmonize
with these designed spaces was seen as a moral catastrophe in danger of falling outside the
social itself.

Redeeming (white) modernity

The international character of modern design, propagated in the context of the Marshall
plan, provided a framework, greenlighted by Germany’s occupation powers, to reformulate on
a supra-national level assumptions about the relationship between the aesthetics of everyday
objects and an undisturbed social homogeneity that had previously been regarded as the proper
form for the German nation and, more outspokenly during National Socialism, of the ‘race’,
be it Aryan, Nordic or white. The manner in which post-war German design professionals and
journalists since 1946 rewrote, misrepresented and effectively denied and disavowed modern
design’s history under National Socialism, turned the sphere of form once again into a
redeeming force with which West Germany would be able to reconstruct itself after the lost war
not only as a material, but also as a political, social and moral entity. Even more, the distortion
and denial was the necessary condition for the ‘good form’ to acquire its redemptive meaning.
There is irony in the fact that a Manichaean significance similar to the post-war good form had
previously featured in Nazi programs that referred to modern design as a cultural force for
forging a racial community in a new, German dominated Europe. While an explicit language
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of race was absent from post-war West German discourses, the specific way in which modern
design was reintroduced in the West German public arguably produced a complicated,
ambivalent and opaque legacy.
By being successfully de-historicized and dissociated from its own pre-history, modern
design became a myth that could create the phantasmagoria of a timeless, hermetical social
world without any proper entry-points for direct criticism. Early post-war discourses and the
Marshall plan had cleared the path for modern design to be used in order to create a dream of
social homogeneity suitable for the ‘economic miracle’. Modern design was not only promoted
by the state through institutions like the German Design Council. In an increasingly
commercialized public sphere consumers were told on a massive scale that decorating their
apartments in the right ‘modern’ manner was a crucial way to realize their self and to belong
to an implicitly national, and at times transnational, ‘we’.65
In this way post-war West Germans were invited to embrace a modernity that stood in a
self-evident opposition to a past. This rejected past, however, did not clearly overlap with Nazi
culture. The idea of the post-war modern home resided in a foggy historical sphere which was
called ‘timeless’. In this sphere pre-1945 dreams of cultural homogeneity could merge with the
versions proclaimed in the context of the Marshall plan. As a result, a powerful myth established
itself of a modern aesthetic order that represented a harmonious German world outside of
history. Karl Pawek’s words, quoted at the beginning, may be read as pointing to his latent
awareness of the fact that the supposed moral purity of the ‘good form’ concealed a morally
ambivalent reality, to say the least. And Pawek should know. As many other journalists of the
post-war era, he had not only lived through but also actively participated in Nazi culture.66
On the basis of the above analysis it also becomes possible to begin noticing an implicit racial
coding of post-war modernity. In a western context of a dominant ‘colonizing culture’ which
only gradually began to show cracks due to decolonization, modern design’s meaning as the
good form of the post-war West was seamlessly compatible with a worldview built on the
assumption of white supremacy.67 While the US promoted the modern home abroad, the
imaginary and practice of modern homes in the growing American suburbs reflected the
structural racial segregation that continued in new forms.68 Against this background, it cannot
be a surprise that Alexander Koch junior included an example from South Africa in his 1955
volume on international modern architecture and interior design. According to Koch, the
South-African house could just as well be found in Germany, because ‘the ideas about modern
dwelling and living are obviously shared by the progressive people in the whole world’ adding
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that ‘this thought produces much hope and somehow, in the subconscious, the believe in a
further true-to-life organic development of our human community.’69 That South Africa was
ruled by a system called apartheid since 1948 which had generated international criticism did
not produce any contradiction. It was obviously self-evident for Koch, and presumably for most
of the book’s readers, that the ‘human community’ he spoke of so emphatically was supposed
to be white.
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